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Paraguay plays a very small role in the modern world, but for part of the nineteenth century it
was a significant regional force. Between 1800 and 1865 it changed from an imperial backwater
into a dynamic, dictator-led, financially sound nation. Then came the terrible War of the Triple
Alliance, and by 1870 Paraguay had virtually been destroyed.John Hoyt Williams re-creates the
era’s people, places, and events in rich detail and a vigorous style, but this is much more than a
mere narrative. His archival research in Paraguay and several other countries enables him to
offer new facts and interpretations, correct a number of misapprehensions, and explode a few
myths.He also provides the clearest, most objective portraits available of the three extraordinary
men who ruled Paraguay during this time: Dr. José Gaspar de Francia, “El Supremo”; Carlos
Antonio López, “the Corpulent Despot”; and López’s flamboyant son Francisco Solano López.
Discussions of social, economic, and cultural conditions round out a masterly account of a
remarkable historical period.

About the AuthorJohn Hoyt Williams (1940–2003) was Professor of History at Indiana State
University.
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M. Frost, “The essential work in English on the Paraguayan Dictatorships of the 19th century.
This is easily the standard English reference work for the 3 Paraguayan dictorships that
comprise the "Paraguyan Republics" from about 1814-1870. The rise of Doctor Francia, the
expansion of Carlos Antonio Lopez, and the destruction of Francisco Solano Lopez.A work so
good that I only wish...it were twice as long! At a mere 225 pages of primary text, the author
uses an economy of words for maximum effect to show how one dictator creates a stable
prosperous nation with an entirely new culture in a State where an economy of efficient
socialism allows for the acquisition of a working agricultural nation using his police-power spying
state; another dictator creates a debt-free regional super-power by carefully managing the State
socialism (always for his person and family gain, too!) to bring in the needed foreign expertise
and military equipment to create a working modern SA nation; and the final dictator brings it all
to ruin so quickly.I'm glad their are portraits of the three dictators, and one of Francisco's
mistress, La Lynch. The maps really could and should be better, easier to see and read. But at
least they are there.----------------Contents:Preface ix1. The "Provincia Gigante" in the [18th]
Century 32. Jose Gaspar de Francia and the Paraguayan Revolution 193. Perpetual Means
Forever: Francia and the Remodeling of Paraguayan Society 434. The Diplomacy of Isolation,
1820-1840 635. The Supreme Dictatorship, 1820-1840 816. The Old Order Changeth? 1017.
A New Paraguay is Stirring 1138. The Economic Pulse Quickens 1299. The Diplomacy of
Frustration 13910. Threat and Counter-Threat: The 1850s 15711. Foreigners and the
Modernization of Paraguay 17712. "Francisco Solano's Error: The War" 19513. The Immolation
of Paraguay  211Notes  229Bibliography  263Index  273”

jaappe, “Five Stars. good book for good price”

The book by John Hoyt Williams has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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